California School Employees Association
Chapter 477 – Rio Hondo College
MINUTES
April 06, 2017
UNAPPROVED
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Call Meeting to Order: A quorum being present meeting was called to order with 43
members in attendance at 12:10 PM by President Sandra Rivera.
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The Pledge of Allegiance was led by Margie Muñoz.
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Roll Call of Officers: Sandra Rivera, Lisa Sandoval, Angelica Ortega, Janice Garcia-Lopez
Suzanne Frederickson, Margie Muñoz, Yolanda Ramirez, Andrea Rivera Ringo showed up later
in the meeting.
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Absent: None
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Approval of Minutes: Secretary Ramirez apologized to the members because she had been
too ambitious and the Minutes for the March 16th meeting were not ready for approval. She
stated they would be sent with the Agenda for the regular meeting of April 27, 2017. There was
motion by Jim Sass second by Tes Safavi to postpone the reading of the March 16 Minutes to
the meeting on April 27, 2017.
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New Business: President Rivera announced the candidates for Delegates to Conference:
Angelica Ortega, Michelle Luna, Isaac Linares, and Janice Garcia Lopez. She asked if there
were any other nominations, waited for a few minutes and hearing none, she closed the
nominations. She explained the ballots listing the four candidates and that members were to
vote by placing a 1, 2, 3, or 4 next to the name of each candidate to list them in the order they
would represent Chapter 477. Votes would be counted by Jim Sass and Alberto Bretado and
she thanked them for volunteering to be the tellers for this election. Someone asked for an
explanation on how it works. Sandra explained that contractually we are allowed two (2)
Delegates plus the President or her designee for a total of three (3) delegates. Chapter 477
now has enough membership to warrant a fourth delegate. Although CSEA would pay for hotel,
transportation and per diem, there is no release time approved for a fourth delegate. Whoever is
elected as the 4th Delegate, will not get the release time from the District, and he/she would
have to take 5-days of personal vacation to attend the CSEA Conference.
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At this point, Andrea came in to say that Michelle Luna was unable to attend Conference and
she was removing herself from the race. President Rivera acknowledged that since we only had
three nominees and three Delegate spots, there was no need for a vote.
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Good of the Order: She called for good of the order and Jim Sass mentioned that the offices
in the “L” building had moved to the Campus Inn, including Audio Visual, Institutional Research,
Government Relations, and Continuing Education.
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Someone asked about negotiations and President Rivera reminded the membership that Simon
Rhee our Labor Relations Representative was no longer with us and Emily Rife who is our new
Labor Relations Representative could not make it today. The next negotiations meeting is
scheduled for April 19 and the team will prepare as much as possible.
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Jim Sass asked new members to introduce themselves and we met, Jose Candelas CalSOAP
Educational Advisor, Denise Perez EOP&S and Mark Farfan in Academic Support.
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President Rivera went on to announce the great news that in the next Board meeting on April 12
Yolanda Ramirez would be presented as Classified Employee of the Year for Rio Hondo
College and her name will be forwarded to the Chancellor's Office to compete for the state title.
Congratulations! Yolanda Ramirez thanked members for this honor.
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Secretary Ramirez mentioned that President Rivera will be running for the CSEA presidency
and asked that members support her in Facebook, Twitter and all the other media. We are
related or know someone working in other CSEA Chapters, and she asked that we inform
everyone in the state that Sandra Rivera is the best candidate for the job.
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Two new employees attended the Worker’s Compensation workshop in March and said it was
very informative and members should attend these workshops to get informed. We at CSEA
encourage all members to attend workshops related to issues of concern and to learn more
about union rights and benefits.
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President Rivera thanked everyone for coming and adjourned the meeting at 12:30 PM.
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